Japan/Thailand Urban Landscape & Historic Garden Design Study Program
May 13 – June 6, 2010

This international course introduces students to the cultural experiences while learning about the urban landscape and historic garden design around Japan & Thailand. This summer course is offered every year within The Horticulture and Landscape Architecture Department.
Visits to Professional Architecture Offices.
Working on sketching projects while enjoying the outdoors!
Visiting the Osaka National Art Museum
Learning about roof gardens at the Osaka roof gardens in Namba Park
Lecture by Professor Kawai, Architect Hatakara.
Meeting with Kameoka Mayor.
Enjoying the concert!
Trying out the yakisoba noodle.
Experiencing the Thailand culture - driving a team of oxen!
More life experiences of Thailand!
A warm welcome by Maejo University!
Lance & Mao had their feet cleaned by the special fish spa!